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Within the past month there has been much discussion on how this has evolved. 
The path agreed at the previous meeting was to have gone to the Executive 
Team for approval. P. Elliott has now circulated to the COO’s and VP’s a memo 
outlining the requirements for Portfolio Quality Teams. A template of how 
reporting is to occur will be send within the next few weeks. Discussion was held on what indicators should be inciuded for collection. It was agreed that patient 
safety is the only area to be used. P. Pilgrim has held discussions with W. Milier 
and there appears to be some confusion of the direction for this service. 
It was agreed to move forward with the Portfolio Quality Teams and indicators 
wili identify a focus on safety to begin as a way to get the program moving. 
Indicators will be the same across the entire region for consistency. There was concern expressed as to how this will happen arid where the existing networks 
wili fit into the process. It was also noted that Portfolio Committees will be 
problematic Where portfolios cross. DiscussIon was also heid on the challenge of 
rolling up reports and making them regionai. It was noted that integrated teams are necessary if addressing patient safety as one service works with the other. 
As Peninsulas and Rural Avalon are already integrated, it was. queried how to 
make this happen in the city. 
To ensure consistency, this will be taken back to the Executive Team for 
discussion and decision on how to move forward. P. Pilgrim will ensure that this 
is placed on the next Executive Team Agenda. It was further noted that there 
must be an answer and direction prior to the interim survey being held at Peninsulas. 
Dr. R Williams wlli be availabie as a resource within a short time. It was 
suggested that he work with physicians throughout the region to identify and 
support their role in patient safety and encourage engagement. He could also 
identify how the physicians’ role in patient safety could be included in the new 
physician orientation program. The development of indicators for medical staff Is 
also required as is the standardization of medical audits around collection and reporting. 
ACTION: 

3.3 
Pat Pilgrim 

CCHSA Patient/Client Safety Goals and ROP’s 
A spreadsheet with the practices, current action and required action will be 
circulated within a week. 
ACTION: 

3.4 
Pat Pilgrim 

Accreditation B. Clarke expressed that it is unciear whether there is support from the Quality 
Leaders for the Accreditation process. She was informed that they are not to 
support this process. P. Pilgrim will talk to 1". Elliott as It was understood that 
Quality Leaders are an integral part of the process. Further, concern was 
expressed that direction has been received from the Accreditation Coordinator to 
have consumers/stakeholders as members of the teams. B. Clarke advised C. _._._- _... - _ ...- -- -,- -Meeting of the Chief Operating Officers _ _. -_._- -,----.-.-------...--.-..... - -...._-_.- -....--.-.--.---.-"--.---.-.-----" ._- .--. ..,- f- ~- ~ - - - --WednesdaY,November -1,2006---~~-._----~-------------_------2_.---.-,-.--.----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 
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